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Nowadays, economic competition is constantly increasing and employees perceive stress of different degrees,
affecting their health, decreasing their job-control in organisational performance and reducing their quality
of life in general. Stress assessment is a complex issue and numerous studies have examined factors that
influence stress in working environments. Most of current approaches for detecting stress use facial and voice
recognition algorithms, while others have used physiological sensors. However, research studies have shown
that monitoring individuals’ behaviour parameters during daily life can help to assess stress levels. In this
study, we examine the effects of work-related stress events and other personality traits (e.g. behaviour and
routine changes) on working environments, using features derived from smartphones. In particular, we use
information from physical activity levels, location, social-interactions, social-activity (e.g. phone calls and
SMS) and application usage during working days. Participants in this study were 30 employees chosen from
two different private companies, monitored over a period of 8 weeks in real-work environments. Our first
contribution is to apply correlation analysis, hierarchical clustering and multi-linear regression analysis to
find patterns, behaviours and features associated with stress. The findings suggest that information from
phone usage shows important correlation with employees perceived stress level. Secondly, we used machine
learning methods to classify perceived stress levels based on the analysis of the information provided by
the smartphones, as indicated above. We used decision trees obtaining 67.57% accuracy and 71.73% after
applying a semi-supervised method. Our results show that stress levels can be monitored in unobtrusive
manner, through analysis of smartphone data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Social competition is becoming increasingly stronger, which together with the rapid economic transformation have changed the dynamics of workplace environments. Due to these
changes, enterprise employees are experiencing a period of intense job-insecurity, increased
work-loads, and long working hours. All these factors engender work-related stress of different degrees, affecting the physiological and psychological functioning of the employees.
According to recent reports from the European Agency for Safety and Health at Work (EUOSHA), stress was found to be the second most common work-related health problem across
27 Member states of the European Union (EU). Overall, 22% of EU employees reported
work-related stress. This was accompanied by physical, psychological or social complaints,
and was shown to be associated with the inability to bridge a gap with the requirements
placed on them [Schneider et al. 2010]. These patterns are similar in the U.S. where the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), have reported that over 40%
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of employees suffer from workplace activities being "very or extremely" stressful [NOISH
1999].
Long-term exposure to stress can lead to serious health problems, causing physical illness
through its physiological effects (e.g., fatigue, decreased sleep quality), behaviour changes
(e.g., addiction, attention deficit), and social isolation issues (e.g., anger) [Bongers et al.
1993; Glanz et al. 2008; Korabik et al. 1993; Maslach et al. 2001; Paoli and Parent-Thirion
2003; Sultan-Taïeb et al. 2013]. As a consequence, these negative effects have been shown
to decrease well-being at workplace and employees’ work effectiveness. Moreover, long-term
exposure to stress typically leads to job-burnout, a state that leads to mental and physical
exhaustion [Maslach et al. 2001]. Because of the previously mentioned reasons it is important to measure stress as a way of monitoring individual’s well-being. However, unlike
other mental and physical problems, stress is not easy to measure [NOISH 1999]. Thus, its
assessment represents a current open problem.
To date, physiological measurements and self-reported questionnaires are the most common methods used to infer work-related stress. However, limited research has been conducted within real-life workplace environments, as shown through the literature review,
where a substantial number of studies recruit college students rather than employees of
organisations. Therefore, monitoring the affect changes of employees and other personality
traits (e.g., behavioural aspects) should be of great interest for both healthcare institutions
and organisations.
A number of studies have investigated detecting stress and emotions based on facial expressions [Valstar et al. 2011]. Other mood and stress detectors have used individual physiological parameters, these include heart rate and the galvanic skin response (GSR) [Bakker
et al. 2011; Muaremi et al. 2013]. Lastly, other studies have analysed voice acquired from
individuals to detect stress in laboratory or clinical settings [He et al. 2009]. However, their
limitation is that laboratory settings are often an inadequate environment compared to the
complexity of real-day environment monitoring at diverse scales (i.e., physically and socially). In this regard, another aspect that has to be considered when it comes to long-term
monitoring, is that sensors need to be as least intrusive as possible trying to minimize the
impact on workers’ routines and their natural behaviour.
Smartphones are becoming more powerful (in terms of sensors capabilities) and every
year the number of these devices is increasing. For these reasons, smartphones are excellent
candidates to be used for monitoring everyday activities including activities in working
environments. Thus, the challenge is to use the sensor capabilities of the smartphones to
detect stress-related behaviour of a person in an unobtrusive manner. Then, this could be
communicated to the person in order to take pre-emptive actions and alleviate high stress
levels [Sanches et al. 2010].
In this study, the following research questions were put forth:
— Is there a correlation between the subjects’ behavioural characteristics, extracted from
smartphone sensor data, and their self-reported stress levels?
— Is it possible to improve prediction accuracy of work-related stress based on smartphone
sensor data by combining limited labelled data and unlabelled data?
Several factors can affect employees’ stress at work, however our approach focuses on behaviour changes that can be directly measured using smartphones: location changes, physical
activities, social interactions and phone application usage. With the processed data from
30 subjects: i) we used hierarchical clustering of perceived stress and identify the diversity
and similarity of self-reported stress level within subjects and organisations; ii) we applied
multiple linear regression analysis to detect the most important variables for predicting
stress; iii) we used decision tree classifiers to predict the stress level of the subjects using
only data obtained from the smartphones (achieving a prediction accuracy of 67.5%). iv)
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tionnaires (20.03%), semi-supervised learning (SSL) methods from machine learning [Zhu
2005] were used to address these issues and exploit unlabelled samples. We have specifically
made use of a method called self-training [Triguero et al. 2015] from the SSL methods for
our analysis.
After applying SSL, we obtained an accuracy of 71.73 %; 67.8% for precision and 71.4%
for recall in average, for all subjects.
In summary, the main contributions of the paper are:
— We provide a comprehensive qualitative and quantitative analysis of the association between objectively measured data –physical activity, location, social-interaction and socialactivity– and demographic information, with subjective self-assessment of work-related
stress.
— We evaluate our analysis and methods with a real-world dataset collected for a period of
two months from 30 employees in working environments.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarises previous research with
smartphones and concerning the monitoring of stress in working environments. Section 3
provides information about the participants demographics, how the data was collected and
a detailed description of the attributes that were selected for predicting the perceived stress
level of the subjects. Section 4 presents correlation analysis and results of our study. Section
5 presents results regarding the prediction achieved by our models and discuss the potential
benefits of the approach. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are given in
Section 6.
2. RELATED WORK

The use of technological devices in health-care has shown an important role to help people
manage their emotions. Furthermore, these devices have enhanced the capability to detect
stress responses and assess levels of stress [Healey and Picard 2005; Jerritta et al. 2011; Liu
2004]. However, capturing what causes emotional changes that derives from work-related
stressors and detect the onset of stress can be quite challenging. Several methods have tried
to infer stress based on physiological signals, such as heart-rate variability, blood pressure,
body temperatures and respiration [Bakker et al. 2011; Jerritta et al. 2011; Roh et al.
2012]. The work in [Wijsman et al. 2011] goes further by not only inferring stress, but
also by providing short-term feedback to the users in everyday activities. However, the use
of physiological sensors has reported several limitations: i) sensors require a large size to
cover many signal types [Bakker et al. 2011], ii) during measurement period, movement is
limited because of skin conductance sensor [Roh et al. 2012], and iii) sensors increase the
discomfort [Wijsman et al. 2011] since they need to be carried at all times (in specific places
on the body) in order to allow long-term continuous monitoring.
The miniaturization of wearable sensors has made it possible to be included in smartphones. Recently, there has been a growing interest in inferring stress using those sensors,
since they are a personal and common accessory among people. Lu et al. [2012] proposed a
method for detecting stress based on speech analysis and the variation of speech articulation
using smartphones. The authors have reported a predictive accuracy of stress of 81% and
76% for indoor and outdoor environments, respectively, using the vocal production of 14
subjects. However, in real-life activities (crowded environments) this approach may lead to
misinterpretation of speech and therefore of emotion.
In order to infer relationship dynamics of people and behaviour changes in daily activities, smartphones have been suggested as a promising candidate to obtain user’s context.
Research using smartphones for long-term stress monitoring [Maurer et al. 2006; GarciaCeja et al. 2016] has proposed to collect many types of contextual data (e.g., physical
activities, social activities and locations) that could help in inferring stress from behaviour
changes. In this line, Moodscope is a self-tracking system to help users manage their mood
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[Likamwa et al. 2013]. The system detects user’s mood from smartphones usage data, such as
email messages, calls and SMS logs, application usage, web browsing histories and location
changes. The authors reported an initial 66% accuracy of subjects’ daily mood, improving to
93% after two months of training. It should be noted that the work on MoodScope focuses
on two narrow dimensions of mood, namely pleasure and activeness, which may explain the
high prediction accuracy. Thus, the work presented in MoodScope is closer to our previous work on predicting depression [Grünerbl et al. 2015; Maxhuni et al. 2016] (where we
achieved over 97% precision and recall), rather than the work on stress detection presented
in this paper.
[Bauer and Lukowicz 2012] performed stress recognition from 7 students before and after
an exam period. The assumption is that students are likely to be under stress during the
exam sessions. They acquired data from smartphones (location, social proximity through
Bluetooth, phone calls and SMS logs) reporting an average accuracy of 53% during the exam
session. Sano and Picard [2013] monitored 18 subjects for a period of 5 days. In addition
to smartphone usage features they included a wrist sensor. In order to recognise stress
levels, the authors applied correlation analysis and reached a 75% accuracy using machine
learning techniques to classify stress moments. Similarly, Muaremi et al. [2013] measured
smartphone mobility data (phone-calls, SMS, location and physical activity) and wearable
Heart Rate Variability (HRV) sensor data to classify perceived stress. The authors emphasise
the importance of recording human voice as a potential source for non-intrusive stress
detection. Furthermore, Bogomolov et al. [2014] have used context information from the
environment, such as weather condition, social proximity obtained by Bluetooth scanning,
call logs, SMS logs, and self-reported surveys about personality traits to predict stress
events. Finally, another work that studies stress based on wearable physiological signals
such as inter-beat interval, respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), and IE ratio is cStress
[Hovsepian et al. 2015]. The approach builds models from measured features into segments
(1 minute window size) and compare them with a physiological response to stressors. The
models proposed were trained using physiological data collected from a controlled laboratory
study (n=21) and tested on an independent dataset in laboratory (n=26) and in real-life
settings (n=20). They report 89% recall and 72% accuracy with a dataset of 1,060 stress
self-reports provided by 20 independent participants.
Table I summarises related works aiming at detecting the occurrence of stress using
smartphone. It can be seen in the table that there are few works (only two) that use only
smartphones on realistic conditions with a reasonable number of subjects. The first one
[Likamwa et al. 2013] is focussed on mood, not in stress and the second one [Bogomolov
et al. 2014] is focussed mainly on prediction and makes no analysis of perceived stress based
on different demographic variables, social interaction, activity level, job-related variables,
phone-usage, and location nor includes a correlation and regression analysis as we do in this
paper.
In contrast to previous works, we aim at enabling measurement of relevant aspects of
well-being at work that can be derived from employees’ behaviour in an unobtrusive way.
While laboratory settings are always subject to criticism of ecological validity, our trial
was based on real fieldwork for the period of two months. In addition, we performed a
systematic analysis for each sensor (physical activity level, social-interaction, locations and
phone usage) and its relationship with stress levels. We provide a detailed overview of
subjects behaviour patterns on a daily basis, taking into account their demographics (i.e.,
age, gender, education and family status). Using this information, we were able to investigate
the association between objectively measured data with subjective self-assessment of workrelated stress into various data groups, based on demographic information. We assume
that (grouping) this information is important for the organisations to identify effective
interventions and strategies in order to reduce perceived stress and job-demands for their
employees. Finally, we build a classification model to predict stress of each subject. Using
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Table I: Main related works in Stress Detection showing the features used and details
about the study.
Study
[Kim et al. 2008]

Items measured
Heart Rate Variability (HRV)

[Lu et al. 2012]

Smartphone (Speech analysis)

[Bauer and Lukowicz
2012]
[Likamwa et al. 2013]

[Sano and Picard 2013]

[Muaremi et al. 2013]

[Bogomolov et al. 2014]
[Hovsepian et al. 2015]

Smartphone (Location, bluetooth,
phone-call and SMS)
Smartphone focussed on smooth
(E-mails, Call and SMS logs,
application usage, web browsing
histories and location changes)
Wrist sensors and smartphone (Phone
usage duration, phone calls and SMS
logs)
HRV and smartphone (Phone- and
SMS logs, Location, Audio Stress
Response)
Smartphone (Call logs, SMS,
bluetooth and weather)
Inter-beat interval, respiratory sinus
arrhythmia (RSA), and IE ratio

Study details
Controlled, constrained; 68 subjects.
Accuracy reached from 63.2% to
66.1%
In-lab and uncontrolled setting; 14
subjects; accuracy from 76% and
81%
Uncontrolled; 7 subjects, accuracy
of 53%
32 subjects; Reached overall
accuracy from 66% to 93%

Uncontrolled; 18 subjects; accuracy
of 75%
Uncontrolled, 35 subject from three
different companies. Accuracy of
53% from smartphones and 61%
after fusion
Unconstrained, unknown ; 117
subjects. Overall accuracy of 72.39%
Controlled (n=26) and uncontrolled
(n=20), 89% recall and 72%
accuracy

semi-supervised machine learning methods we increased the accuracy from 67.57% to 71.73%
for predicting the stress level.
3. DATASET

Data was collected from a group of 30 subjects in the course of 8 weeks. Considering the
fact that the data collection period covered the months of November and December (where
the employees have to finalize yearly objectives), we could ensure that the data contained
behavioural changes from elevated stress levels. Our data collection framework was based on
a server-client architecture built around the Samsung Galaxy S3 mini 32GB smartphone1 .
During the study, subjects used the smartphone in daily basis as their own phone (including working hours). There were no restrictions placed on users regarding the handling of
their smartphones, so our analysis is framed under usual/realistic conditions. The application developed to collect data was running continuously as a background application. The
application started automatically at 9am at working days (Monday-Friday) without any
interaction with the user. In order to understand users’ mood and stress levels, the app
prompted users to fill in a questionnaire at three different times of the day: at 9am (at the
beginning of the work hours), at 2pm (after lunch break) and at 5pm (at the end of the
work hours). The questionnaires appeared automatically and the user had the option to
answer the questions or snooze the questionnaire for later. The questionnaire consisted of
14 questions that were answered is around one minute. Some examples of screenshots of the
questionnaire are shown in Figure 1.
Even when questionnaires appeared automatically no compulsory actions (such as blocking the phone until answering) were taken, therefore users had the possibility to ignore
them. This resulted in incomplete information of two types: missing questionnaires in a day
(possibly because users decided to ignore them) and missing questionnaires for a complete
day (possibly because high work load). From the complete set of 30 users feature extraction
was performed for two types of variables.
1 We

did not consider using other devices like smart watches are they are currently more expensive and less
available among the population.
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Fig. 1: Examples of screen shots of the questionnaire.
Table II: Study demographics of the subjects in our study.
Variable
Gender
Education

Age

Characteristics
Male
Female
High-school graduate
Bachelor degree
Graduate degree
26-30
31-40
>40
Mean (±SD)

Nr.
(%)
18 (60.00%)
12 (40.00%)
9 (30.00%)
11 (36.67%)
10 (33.33%)
5 (16.67%)
18 (60.00%)
7 (23.33%)
37.46 (±7.15)

Variable
Marital status
No. of children

Characteristics
Married
Never married
None
1-2
3-4

Nr.
(%)
15 (50.00%)
15 (50.00%)
17 (56.67%)
10 (33.33%)
3 (10.00%)

— The first group of variables includes information of user’s behaviour during work hours,
these are called objective variables.
— The second group contains subjective information obtained from the questionnaires which
reflects the mood, work-demands/control and perceived stress of the user, these are called
subjective variables.
Extracted data for everydayevery day was divided into two intervals: from 9am to 2pm,
and from 2pm to 5pm, referring to the subjective variables (considered as ground truth)
acquired from questionnaires.
Now we present a summary of the demographics of the 30 subjects in the study. Then,
we present the variables that correspond to stress and mood (subjective variables). Finally,
we present the features extracted from smartphone usage (objective variables).
3.1. Study Demographics

In total, 30 employees from two different organisation in Trento, Italy, were selected for the
study. Table II provides the summary of employees’ demographics characteristics. We can
note that there is a fairly balanced mix of gender, age and education level, marital status
and number of children among the subjects.
3.2. Subjective variables

The first type of data includes subjective information related to subjects’ stress and mental
state. In order to get insights in the working environments and job-demands of employees
during working days, we developed a questionnaire in a smartphone application to assess
several psychological working variables related to work stress. The questionnaire is clinically
validated to capture subjects perceived stress and mood states of the employees at work. The
questionnaire was derived from the POMS (Profile of Mood State) scale [McNair et al. 1971]
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which has two dimensions related to affect of mood states, including, "Positive Affect (PA)"
(e.g., Cheerful, Energetic, Friendly) and "Negative Affect (NA)" (e.g., Tensed, Anxious, Sad,
Angry) and the rest measures disengagement from work. The PA, NA and disengagement
from work items were presented in mixed order.
In our study, each question had five response alternatives, which assessed five stressrelated factors on a scale ranging from 1 (absolutely agree) to 5 (absolutely disagree). The
answers were stored on the mobile device and constituted part of the analysis. For the purpose of our analyses score distribution has been segmented into three regions, which in our
case correspond to three ordinal classes: (“low” or “poor”), when score < 3; (“moderate”
or “fair” ), when score = 3; and (“high” or “sufficient”), when score > 3.
The first section of the questionnaire, collected information about occupational health
outcomes of the participants: i) job induced stress, ii) job-control, iii) job-demand and
iv) energy perceived during working days. The second section contained several widely
used scales to measure mood: the existence of tensions and pressures growing out of job
requirements, feelings of anxiety, cheerfulness, friendliness, sadness, angriness, and quality
of sleep.
In Table III we provide overall response rates of completed questionnaires on workrelevant stress from all participants throughout the entire study using the 3-point scale
defined earlier. We obtained 1455 completed questionnaires, which represented a response
rate of 79.97%. It is worth mentioning that in this study we included only self-reported
questionnaire items obtained at ∼2pm and ∼5pm, since we are interested in exploring the
relation of stress, moods, and job-performance with respect to the objective variables measured in the previous working hours. We did not include data of the questionnaires at 9
am because we started to get data from the smartphones exactly at that time and could
not relate (almost) any information to this questionnaire. It can be noted that employees
perceived increased workload and stress, since almost all of the respondents perceived a
moderate (35.15%) to high (22.18%) stress level throughout the entire monitoring period.
Regarding how stress impaired productivity of the employees, almost all of them (29 out
of 30) reported that at some point their job tasks and job responsibilities were highly demanding (50.58%) throughout the entire monitoring period (marked with red-color in Table
III). This is important since prolonged exposure to certain job-demands has been shown to
lead employees to variety of health issues, such as mental and physical disorder [Maslach
et al. 2001]. In response to work-related stress, 19 employees felt themselves High - Tensed
at some point of the study, 18 respondents felt High - Anxious, 11 of respondents have
reported High - Angriness (5.67%), which shows that a large group of subjects showed negative moods. Finally, a relevant physical reaction to stress is a Poor - Sleep Quality, which
was reported by 24 of the respondents.
3.3. Objective variables

The second type of data which provides objective measures associated with users’ behaviour
was collected from sensors embedded on the smartphones used in this study. From the
analysis presented in Section 2 we concluded that 4 categories were needed to perform
a proper assessment of subjects stress: physical activity, location, social interaction and
social activity. From these categories we extracted 18 features using 9 sensors, as shown in
Table IV. In the following sections we discuss each category in detail.
3.3.1. Physical Activity Level - (pACL). The potential role of physical activity (and its relation with sedentary behaviour) in the development of psychological complaints has received
increased attention during the last decades [Bernaards et al. 2006; Fleshner 2005; Penedo
and Dahn 2005]. On the one hand, psychological stress has been reported as a factor in reducing frequency, intensity, and duration of physical activity [Lutz et al. 2010] by inducing
specific physical responses such as tiredness, weakness, and fatigue [Spielberger et al. 2003].
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Table III: Subjective variables: overall percentage Self-Reported Questionnaires
(exhaustion and disengagement from work) by Perceived Level (High, Moderate, Low) and
Number of Subjects.
Variable
Perceived
Stress
Perceived
Job
demand
Tensed

Cheerful

Angry

Sleep
quality

Level
High
Moderate
Low
High
Moderate
Low
High
Moderate
Low
High
Moderate
Low
High
Moderate
Low
Sufficient
Fair
Poor

Nr.Resp.(%)
325 (22.18%)
515 (35.15%)
625 (42.66%)
741 (50.58%)
357 (24.37%)
367 (25.05%)
118 (8.06%)
280 (19.11%)
1067(72.83%)
274 (18.70%)
756 (51.60%)
435 (29.70%)
83 (5.67%)
186 (12.70%)
1196 (81.63%)
886 (60.48%)
313 (21.37%)
266 (18.15%)

Nr.Subj.
27
30
30
29
30
24
19
28
30
28
30
30
11
5
30
30
28
24

Variable
Perceived
Jobcontrol
Perceived
Energy

Anxious

Friendly

Sad

Level
High
Moderate
Low
High
Moderate
Low
High
Moderate
Low
High
Moderate
Low
High
Moderate
Low

Nr.Resp.(%)
612 (41.77%)
604 (41.23%)
249 (17.00%)
357 (24.37%)
756 (51.60%)
352 (24.03%)
128 (8.74%)
279 (19.04%)
1058(72.22%)
463 (31.60%)
692 (47.23%)
310 (21.16%)
28 (1.91%)
112 (7.65%)
1325 (90.44%)

Nr.Subj.
30
30
27
28
30
28
18
3
30
27
30
29
10
30
12

*red-color - represent risk-factor;

Table IV: Objective variables divided in four categories. Sensors and features extracted
from smartphone usage on every subject in the study.
Category
1. Physical
Activity Level
2. Location

Sensors
Accelerometer
Cellular
WiFi

3. Social

GoogleMaps
Microphone

Interaction

Phone Calls

SMS

4. Social Activity

App usage

Features
1) 3-axis Magnitude
2) Variance Sum [FUNF 2015]
3) CellID and LACID (Number of clusters - DBSCAN) [Birant and Kut
2007]
4) Access Points (Number of clusters - DBSCAN) [Birant and Kut
2007])
5) Latitude and Longitude (Number of clusters - DBSCAN)[Birant and
Kut 2007], Haversine [Robusto 1957])
6) Proximity based on verbal interaction (Pitch [Hedelin and Huber
1990], Mel-MBSES [Harris 1978])
7) Number of Incoming Calls
8) Number of Outgoing Calls
9) Number of missed Calls
10) Duration of Incoming Calls
11) Duration of Outgoing Calls
12) Most common Contact-Calls
13) Number of Incoming SMS’s
14) Number of Outgoing SMS’s
15) Length of Incoming SMS’s
16) Length of Outgoing SMS’s
17) Most common Contact-SMS
18) Number of used applications (Social and system)
19) Duration of used applications (Social and system)

On the other hand, research studies have acknowledged physical activity as a psychological
de-stressor since an active lifestyle is associated with health benefits [Proper et al. 2003;
Fleshner 2005]. Most related research has used mainly self-reported questionnaires to address the association between physical activity and psychological well-being. In contrast, we
wanted to investigate the association between objectively measured physical activity and
perceived psychological stress.
We assume that most forms of physical activity (such as mini-breaks and lunch breaks)
could reduce the level of stress and increase the positive mood of the subjects. To analyse
physical activity, we measure it using accelerometer signals from the smartphones. For
this study, we captured 3-axial linear acceleration continuously at a rate of 5Hz, which was
sufficient to infer physical activity levels of subjects. Similar to the work in [FUNF 2015], we
measured the variance sum (varSum) of 26 seconds (non-overlapping fixed length windows
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of n=128 samples) accelerometer readings, providing the activity levels of high, low, and
none using the magnitude of the signal.
We define three ranges of percentage of physical activity level (pACL) as follows: high(h) when varSum≥7, low-(l) when 3≤varSum≤7, and none-(n) when varSum<3; using
Equation 1:
pACL(h,l,n) =

Number of High Activities (h)
Total Classified Activities (h,l,n)

× 100%

(1)

3.3.2. Location. Additional sources of stress can produce behaviours such as frequent smoking, caffeine consumption and skipping lunch [Conway et al. 1981], which are known to
contribute to health issues. For this reason, we analyse locations of subjects with the focus
in understanding frequent locations changes during working hours. For example, we assume
that during the days with high job-demands and high-stress, subjects tend to reduce changing locations or skip lunches due to their responsibilities or deadlines for delivering their
work.
In order to measure location changes, we retrieved 3 important sources: (i) the list of
WiFi networks available with their respective BSSID address, (ii) cell tower locations (CID,
LAC-ID) and (iii) Google Maps locations information (latitude, longitude).2 Using the location information we clustered locations from each source using the DBSCAN algorithm
[Birant and Kut 2007], which is an algorithm mainly used for clustering spatio-temporal
locations. For Google location information, we clustered locations with maximal diameter
of 300 meters (using latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates and the Haversine distance
equation [Robusto 1957]) where the subjects stay for more than 15 minutes and measured
the amount of locations in each day. For cell tower information and WiFi networks we clustered location information on an hourly basis. Our objective was to test whether subjects
show changes of location in each interval (9am-2pm and 2pm-5pm). For this we compared
locations every hour counting +1 when different clusters appear with respect to the previous
hour.
The first two categories described are related to activity and location, ignoring the social
components, the next two feature categories consider that aspect.
3.3.3. Social Interaction (SI). Perceiving stress in everyday activities evokes a number of
emotional responses that may affect interpersonal relations and social ties. Several works
have reported that continuous stress may reduce social well-being in the long-term [Cohen
and Wills 1985]. As a result, lowered social functioning may predict decreased mental and
physical health [Singh-Manoux et al. 2005]. For example, social withdrawal has been used
as one of the diagnostic criteria for post-traumatic stress disorder. On the contrary, being
socially active has been found to reduce stress by providing a sense of security, enhancing
self-confidence, and buffering the impacts of a stressful situations on individuals [Cohen and
Wills 1985].
In the last decades, monitoring social interaction has attracted significant attention [Vinciarelli et al. 2009]. Previous studies monitored speech articulation aiming at inferring stress
using smartphones. However, these works have been performed on controlled experimental
(laboratory) studies [Lu et al. 2012]. In contrast, in this study we investigate the effects of
stress on social behaviour derived from continuously recorded and classified human voice
(from smartphone’s microphone) in real working environments. Moreover, since social interaction includes not only face to face conversations but also phone conversations and
messages, another important social aspect that we have taken into account are the employees phone conversations and SMS logs. For this, we investigated the number of conversations
(incoming, outgoing and missing), SMS messages (incoming and outgoing), and the com2 We

have intentionally not used the GPS sensor, in order to preserve the battery life of the smartphones.
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mon called and calling contacts, compared with the perceived stress on a daily basis.3 In
detail, we measured two aspects of social interaction:
— Speaker Recognition: Recent work in stress detection suggest to use Bluetooth embedded sensor on smartphones for measuring social-proximity [Bogomolov et al. 2014]. However, this method poses several disadvantages since the users may not carry the phones
all the time. Second, Bluetooth scans have time limits, which restricts the estimation
of social-interaction. In contrast, in this study we use the microphone embedded on the
smartphones for better and accurate recognition of verbal interactions (namely socialinteractions).4 We have extracted two main audio features: Pitch [Hedelin and Huber
1990] and Mel-MultiBand Spectral Entropy Signature (Mel-MBSES) [Harris 1978] to obtain a higher accuracy in speech activity recognition. A previous study [Ferdous et al. 2015]
has described two conditions required for processing audio on smartphones: i) measuring
pitch within the range of human voice (40 Hz to 600 Hz), and ii) recognising human voice
from the captured frames using the MEL-MBSES coefficients and Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifiers [Vapnik et al. 1997]. We built a SVM using MEL-MBSES coefficients
trained on frames coming from 3 minutes of voiced data and 3 minutes of background
data. The training set for the SVM consisted of positive vectors (speech) and the negative
vectors (non-speech or background). We sampled audio frequency of 8000Hz and set a
frame every 256 samples where we calculated Pitch and Mel-MBSES features for each
frame, then each frame is labelled either as human voice or not human voice. Approximately every 0.7 second (7 out of 30 frames) must be detected as voice in order to indicate
voice activity in that audio segment. We measured percentage of social-interaction based
on the total duration (hourly, daily, weekdays) of conversations as shown in Equation 2:
Social-Interaction =

n
X
true − classif ied
× 100%
total − classif ied
i=1

(2)

It should be noted that since there were no restrictions on the use of the smartphones, in
some cases these were placed inside pockets. The smartphone can still be used to recognise
voice in these cases, although the information is less reliable and only works at reduced
distances. This may result on underestimating our results for social interaction.
— Phone-Call and SMS behaviour: Since calling and texting messages (SMSs) behaviour
could be an important source to infer stress-relevant factors we considered phone calls
in terms of: number, duration and most frequent number (on a daily basis) of incoming, outgoing and missed. Furthermore, for SMSs, we measured the number and length
(incoming and outgoing). These features may serve as a source of stress, for example
understanding phone-call behaviour from subjects that contact different persons more
frequent during stress-less periods in comparison with stress-full times. In order to find
the most common
Pn called/calling ID in each interval (9am-2pm
Pnand 2pm-5pm) we used
argmax(Call) = i=1 countmax(CallID) and argmax(SM S) = i=1 countmax(SM SID)
for most frequent Call and SMSs respectively. In order to remove ties among IDs that have
the same number of calls, we proposed a scoring model Score for both calls and SMSs:
Score(Call) =

length(SM SID)
duration(CallID)
and Score(SM S) =
countmax(CallID)
countmax(SM SID)

3 In

order to protect users privacy, all phone call events where anonymised where we register only the five
last numbers of each calling or called contact.
4 The application did not store conversations. In situations like incoming and outgoing phone calls, accepting
or dialling a phone call; we stop the recognition service on the phone and restart service after the phone-calls
are ended.
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3.3.4. Social-Activity. Finally, another aspect that may have impact on the stress levels
is application usage. To capture this information, each time an employee used an app, our
software stored the event together with the duration and time-stamp. With this information
we were able to extract the following data: number of application used per interval and
duration of their usage. Applications were divided in two categories:

— System apps: pre-installed apps like Camera or Calendar, Web-browsing, E-Mail client.
— Social apps: such as Viber, WhatsApp, Facebook, Skype and other user downloaded apps
(e.g., games and other entertainment apps).
We have described the extracted features from smartphones used to predict mood and in
particular perceived stress level. Next, we analyse the retrieved data from the 30 subjects
in the study.
4. ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION

Using the features presented in Section 3 we retrieved the data from all the participants in
the study. First, data was filtered discarding information from weekends and hours not in
the range 9:00am-5:00pm (representing the working hours). Recall that this range is closely
related with the ground-truth information acquired from self-assessments (Section 3.2).
After the data was filtered, different techniques were used to perform a thorough analysis: (i)
we started using hierarchical clustering (Section 4.1), (ii) then correlation analysis (Section
4.2), and (iii) finally, we performed variable importance analysis (Section 4.3).
4.1. Diversity and Similarity of Stress Level within Subjects

Hierarchical clustering was used to analyse the participants self-reported stress on a daily
basis. We used Ward’s method [Ward Jr 1963] to perform the hierarchical clustering of
self-reported stress using the half-square euclidean distance5 between subjects. Figure 2
presents dendrograms about the perceived stress level divided by gender and organisation.
Each dendrograms is ordered by clusters, and inside each cluster they are ordered by mean
values of perceived stress level.
From these figures we note that gender do not easily determine the stress level since both
of them show a great variation of perceived stress, however, as we will see, at least in these
experiments, there is a higher percentage of women in the high stress group. In contrast,
when clustering by organisation we can see that subjects in organisation A showed in average
a higher stress than those in organisation B. It is interesting to note that organisation A
is an IT organisation, while B is a social support organisation. In Table V, we provide an
overview of clustering results based on gender. Cluster analysis yielded 3 distinct clusters
(C1, C2 and C3) which represent low, moderate, and high stress levels. Note that women
show a uniform distribution across stress levels and men showed slightly more subjects with
low stress. We also performed clustering within the organisations, which is shown in the
Table VI. The results show that stress was different between organisations. For example,
in organisation A, all women (4) showed high stress levels. In contrast, in organisation B,
half of the women showed low stress and half of the women showed moderate stress levels.
Again, in this company, there are slightly more men with low level of stress.
Finally, we clustered self-reported stress changes within intervals (9am-2pm and 2pm5pm) as shown in Table VII. For example, low ←→ moderate, means that subjects in the
clusters showed low stress levels in the first interval and then changed to moderate in the
second interval or that moderate changed to low. In this case, 23.33% of the subjects showed
at least a high level of stress in their daily activities (high←→moderate or high←→high)
5 Euclidean distance is always greater than or equal to zero. Measurements would be ≈ 0 for identical
subjects and ≈ 1 for subjects that show less similarity.
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Fig. 2: Dendrograms obtained by computing similarities and diversity between perceived
stress level of each subject (a) by Gender and (b) by organisation. Three major clusters
can be noted, color boxes correspond to average stress for different subjects.
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Table V: Perceived Stress Level from dendrogram analysis by gender. Three major clusters
can be noted based on perceived level of stress.
Cluster (Stress-Level)
C1 (low < 3)
C2 (moderate = 3)
C3 (high > 3)

Men (Nr./%)
7/18 (38.89%)
6/18 (33.33%)
5/18 (27.78%)

Women (Nr./%)
4/12 (33.33%)
4/12 (33.33%)
4/12 (33.33%)

Table VI: Perceived Stress Level from dendrogram analysis by gender within
organisations. Three major clusters can be noted based one perceived stress.
Cluster (Stress-Level)
C1 (low<3 )
Men:
Women:
C2 (moderate=3)
Men:
Women:
C3 (high>3)
Men:
Women:

Org. A
3/12 (25.00%)
0/4 (0.00%)
4/12 (33.33%)
0/4 (0.00%)
5/12 (41.67%)
4/4 (100.00%)

Org. B
4/6 (66.67%)
4/8 (50.00%)
2/6 (33.33%)
4/8 (50.00%)
0/6 (0.00%)
0/8 (0.00%)

Table VII: Perceived Stress Level from dendrogram analysis by response intervals
([9am-2pm], [2pm-5pm]). Three major clusters can be noted based on perceived level of
stress and transition of perceives stress into intervals ([9am-2pm] and [2pm-5pm]).
Cluster (Stress-Level)
C1 low←→low; low←→moderate
C2 moderate←→low; moderate←→moderate
C3 high←→moderate; high←→high

Intervals
11/30 (36.67%)
12/30 (40.00%)
7/30 (23.33%)

Table VIII: Overall average percentage of Physical Activity Level (pACL) by intervals
(9am-2pm and 2pm-5pm) and perceived Stress Level (SL) [High, Moderate, Low].
Distribution of pACL by (Gender, Age, Education, Marital Status and organisation)
– Male
– Women
– 26-30 (28.6±1.95)
– 31-40 (35.33±2.4)
– >40 (49±2.52)
– High school graduate
– Bachelor degree
– Graduate degree
– Married
– Never married
– A.
– B.
– Overall (Mean±SD) of pACL (%)

pACL
[9-2]
18.03
15.66
12.89
17.50
18.69
17.01
19.22
14.78
20.51
13.36
12.17
22.45
17.06
(±12.01)

pACL
[2-5]
21.34
18.74
15.48
21.00
21.66
21.40
23.52
15.54
25.48
14.78
15.50
25.49
20.14
(±13.12)

High
(SL)
16.29 (*)
10.57 (**)
12.45
12.87
17.61
16.84
11.70
12.64
17.71
10.23
12.21
18.39
16.43
(±16.42)

Moderate
(SL)
16.68
15.37
13.65
16.22
18.20
16.84
17.48
14.86
19.53
13.39
10.77
23.93
16.46
(±12.30)

Low
(SL)
23.60
18.89
17.83
21.97
21.90
18.77
29.19
16.51
26.73
16.31
17.33
24.21
19.65
(±12.85)

(*) 16/18 - male subjects perceived high stress.
(**) 11/12 - female subjects perceived high stress.

and 2/3 of the subjects (63.33%) showed levels between moderate and high. It is important
to note that employees did not perceive drastic changes of stress, from low←→high.
As a summary of this first set of experiments, we can note that with our current data:
(i) there is a slight bias in men towards lower levels of stress in their working environments,
(ii) there is a clear difference between stress levels in companies, where an IT company
showed higher stress levels than a social support company, (iii) about 2/3 of the employees
perceived moderate to high stress and 23.33% perceived high stress, and (iv) there were no
drastic changes between levels of stress.
Now we present a more detailed analysis for each category of objective variables and its
relation with mood, and specifically with perceived stress levels.
4.1.1. Physical Activity Levels. Table VIII presents overall percentage of physical activity
level with respect to perceived stress level (High, Moderate, and Low) on a daily basis
for all 30 participants compared with demographic characteristics (age, gender, education,
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Table IX: Overall average percentage of activity level (mean ± std.dev.) during working
days and perceived level (SL) of Stress (h-high, m-moderate, l-low) by Gender.
Men

Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:

Women

H (SL)

M (SL)

L (SL)

H (SL)

M (SL)

L (SL)

24.3±22.2
10.0±6.5
18.0±19.8
19.0±20.7
14.9±17.3

16.2±16.2
17.5±16.6
19.8±18.3
20.7±18.6
15.9±19.6

21.6±18.0
22.2±14.4
22.5±18.5
24.3±18.7
20.4±19.5

12.3±12.1
6.2± 3.1
12.6±8.4
9.6±8.0
11.4±12.4

13.0±7.0
12.3± 6.3
13.2±7.7
17.9±12.4
17.7±13.6

21.6±22.4
16.5±7.7
14.6±7.6
14.3±13.9
13.8±8.0

Table X: Overall average percentage of activity level (Mean ± std. dev.) by Job-Demands,
Job-Control, Energy and Sleep-Quality perceived level (PL) with respect to gender.
Men

Job-Demand (%)
Job-Control (%)
Energy (%)
Sleep-Quality (%)

Women

H (PL)

M (PL)

L (PL)

H (PL)

M (PL)

L (PL)

20.0 ± 16.7
19.0±14.6
23.7±15.6
20.9± 14.3

17.9±14.8
18.0±14.8
19.9±14.8
22.1±15.8

22.3 ±22.1
18.9±16.0
17.8± 14.6
22.7± 17.4

16.1±6.0
14.2± 6.5
14.1± 9.7
16.6±6.9

13.1±8.4
16.7±6.2
15.3± 6.1
15.9±6.8

11.7±6.2
13.3 ± 8.7
16.8±9.7
15.8± 6.9

marital status, number of children and organisations). Activity levels were normalized for
each interval (9am-2pm and 2pm-5pm) or for a complete day. Based on this analysis we can
see that:
— pACL during lower perceived stress times was associated with higher activity (19.65% of
activity). In contrast, a high perceived stress showed less activity (16.43%).
— Subjects were more active during the second interval (2pm-5pm), with 20.14% pACL
compared to 17.06% in the first interval.
— Male subjects had higher physical activity levels than female subjects.
— Following age, education level, and marital status, participants that reported high and
moderate stress levels were associated mostly with lower pACL than when they have low
stress.
— The age group of (≥40) showed more activity level than the rest when they perceived high
stress level.
— The group of married subjects showed more activity than the never married group no
matter their perceived stress level.
— Subjects from company B has less stress and were physically more active than subjects
from company A.
Furthermore, separating overall activities into working days allowed us to compare pACL
in different days of the week (as shown in Table IX). Results show that men have a higher
pACL on Mondays when they perceive high stress, while the rest of the week they showed
higher percentage of activity with low perceived stress. In contrast to women that showed
more activity with low levels of perceived stress at the beginning of the week and more
activity with moderate levels of stress at the end of the week.
As described in Section 3.2, it is important to collect information about occupational
health, such as job-demands and job-control. In this regard, Table X shows mean scores on
perceived job-demand, perceived job-control, perceived stress, and perceived energy for the
respondents. From the table we can observe that low perceived job-demand was associated
with higher physical activity level (22.3%) for male participants. In contrast, women showed
increased activity levels when they perceive high job-demands. Similarly, men participants
with higher pACL perceived higher energy. In contrast, women with higher pACL showed
lower energy. Also men with lower pACL showed higher percentage of sleep-quality. In
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summary, this table shows that in general men and women show opposite results in terms
of perceived job-demand and energy with respect to their activity levels throughout the
day.
4.1.2. Social Interaction. In contrast to our previous work [Ferdous et al. 2015], where we
explored the correlation of total amount of verbal interaction per day with self-reported
stress, in this study we expand that analysis, since now we explore the distribution of the
verbal-interaction in an hourly basis and working intervals.
In Table XI we present a summary of social-interaction levels, with respect to different
characteristics of the employees. Some findings are the following:

— Both male and female subjects showed higher social interaction in moments of high stress.
— However, analysing this data by age group we observe that older (and married) employees
showed the opposite behaviour, they increased their social interaction during low levels of
perceived stress.
— There is in general more social interaction in the afternoons than in the mornings.
— Another interesting behaviour appears across organisations. In this case subjects in organisation A showed higher social interaction than those in organisation B.
We explored further these measurements. We depict in Figure 3 social-interaction as a)
percentage in hourly basis in a day, b) per day day of week, c) per hour within organisations
and d) per day of the week by gender.
— A notable result is an homogeneous behaviour (similar shapes of the curves) of social
interaction across stress levels (Figure 3 (a)), with higher interaction in the morning for
moderate perceived stress and a higher interaction in the afternoon for high perceived
stress.
— Another homogeneous behaviour is shown across organisations, where people decrease
their social interaction near lunch time (12-13 hrs), see Figure 3 (a).
— The peak of the verbal interaction in High-Level of stress is achieved in the afternoon (one
hour before the end of the working day).
— When subjects perceive high stress, social interaction drops on Thursdays and then increases again on Fridays, see Figure 3 (b).
— The social interaction varies with the perceived stress during the week, except on Mondays
where it has similar values with the different perceived stress levels.
— With respect to gender, men showed a more stable social interaction across the weekdays.
In contrast, women then to increase their interaction near the weekend, see Figure 3 (d).
Social interaction also include phone calls and SMS behaviours. Using the self-reported
stress level, we were able to compare the phone activeness from 5767 phone calls and 5911
SMSs.6 In Tables XII and XIII we explored the relation of phone calls and SMSs with respect
to perceived level of stress. From these tables it can be seen that the number of phone-placed
Outgoing, phone received Incoming and missing calls, was higher when subjects perceive
less stress.
We also analysed the duration and length of calls and SMSs and some interesting observations are the following:
— In stress-full days, in most of the cases Outgoing calls have in average shorter duration.
— Longer duration of Incoming calls were associated with high perceived stress level.
— Almost in all cases a high number (and length) of Incoming-SMS and Outgoing-SMS were
also related to high stress.
— Analysing the conversations by weekdays, high perceived stress was associated with longer
duration of Incoming-Calls and the length of Incoming-SMS’s, which in contrary to du6 All

marketing SMS’s or responses from the GSM operators were excluded in this study.
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Fig. 3: Overall mean percentage of Social Interaction and Stress Level a) by working
hours, b) by week days, c) by organisations and d) by gender
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Table XI: Distribution of Social-Interaction (SI) by response intervals ([9am.-2pm.],[2pm.
- 5pm.]) and Stress-Level (SL)
Distribution of SI by Gender, Age, Education,
Marital Status, organisation
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Male
Women
26-30 (28.6±1.95)
31-40 (35.33±2.4)
>40 (49±2.52)
High school graduate
Bachelor degree
Graduate degree
Married
Never married
A.
B.
Overall (Mean±SD) of SI (%)

SI
[9-2]

SI
[2-5]

High
(SL)

Moderate
Low
(SL)
(SL)

25.67
20.17
25.46
22.96
22.73
20.63
24.23
25.30
21.75
24.68
26.40
20.07
23.61
(±10.53)

28.75
23.83
29.53
26.61
24.84
25.09
28.16
26.94
25.02
28.07
30.41
22.49
26.93
(±11.04)

27.88(*)
22.88(**)
28.57
24.90
22.97
22.97
29.49
22.81
22.91
27.61
27.96
18.20
23.47
(±11.02)

27.54
22.72
26.02
26.67
22.54
26.95
26.28
23.37
21.92
28.45
29.64
20.21
24.58
(±10.47)

25.74
19.79
26.44
22.34
24.32
26.22
23.12
21.24
23.56
22.89
25.67
21.80
25.28
(±11.67)

Nr.
Employee
18
12
5
18
7
11
10
9
15
15
16
14
30

(*)
16/18 - male subjects perceived high stress.
(**) 11/12 - female subjects perceived high stress.

Table XII: Number of Phone-Calls by perceived Stress Level (SL).
Incoming:
Outgoing:
Missing:

Nr. Phone Calls
1696 (100%)
2912 (100%)
1159 (100%)

High SL
355 (20.9%)
547 (18.7%)
220 (18.9%)

Moderate SL
511(30.1%)
839 (28.8%)
405 (34.9%)

Low SL
830 (48.9%)
1526 (52.4%)
534 (46.1%)

Table XIII: Number of SMS’s by perceived Stress Level (SL).
Incoming:
Outgoing:

Nr. SMS
3767 (100%)
2144 (100%)

High SL
1067 (28.3%)
697 (32.5%)

Moderate SL
801 (21.2%)
710 (33.1%)

Low SL
1899 (50.4%)
737 (34.3%)

ration of Outgoing-Calls and length of Outgoing-SMS’s is lower when the employees perceive high stress. Similarly, having high job-demands was associated with lower duration
of phone-call and length of SMS’s in all categories.
Moreover, in Figures in 4(a) and 4(b) we depict the frequency of the most common
contact for phone calls and SMSs (blue line) for every subject. From these figures we note a
higher frequency of phone-calls and SMS’s with the most common contacted number when
they perceive high stress levels (average frequency of most frequent contacts is shown with
red line). In contrary, in low and moderate stress the frequency of phone-call is in average
lower. These results shows that a higher frequency of the phone-calls and SMS’s can be an
indicator of stress during the working times.
4.1.3. Location Changes. To analyse location changes we measured the number of clusters
obtained from different locations throughout the entire monitoring interval (see Table XIV).
From all three sources it is evident that overall subjects tend to reduce visiting different
places or going further away from work environments when they perceive High-Stress level
during working days. We obtained more Cell-Tower and WiFi clusters from both parameters
due to frequent scanning. Changes of clusters in WiFi represent changes of indoor locations,
such as changing environments, areas, departments or either having mini-breaks in specific
hours. In contrast, using Google Maps locations show distance and most visited places
outdoors.
4.1.4. Application Usage. Another source that provides information relevant to subjects
daily activities at work is the usage of the smartphone applications. Recall that we divided the type of applications subjects ran on their devices during the working days and we
categorized them into system and social applications (as described in Section 3.3.4). Next,
we examine the frequency (number of accesses) and the duration of the applications used
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Frequency of the most common contact (a) calls and (b) SMSs for each subject by
perceived stress level (High and Low).

Table XIV: Overall number of clusters obtained from location using the DBSCAN
algorithm by perceived Stress Level (SL). Descriptive statistics (Mean±SD) provide
information of overall number of clusters retrieved from the 30-subjects throughout the
entire monitoring period.
Locations
Cell:
WiFi AP’s:
Google Maps:

Clusters 9am-5pm
Nr.(Mean±SD)
1383 (1.05±0.38)
2663 (1.40±1.38)
628 (0.48±0.78)

High-(SL)
Nr.(Mean±SD)
230 (1.01±0.39)
486 (1.42±1.41)
143 (0.63±1.01)

Moderate-(SL)
Nr.(Mean±SD)
349 (1.07±0.40)
742 (1.49±1.35)
158 (0.48±0.90)

Low-(SL)
Nr.(Mean±SD)
527 (1.05±0.33)
961 (1.55±1.39)
234 (0.46±0.85)
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Table XV: Overall Number/Duration (seconds) of phone application usage by perceived
Stress Level (SL). Descriptive statistics (Mean±SD) provides overall usage of applications
from 30 subjects during the entire monitoring period.
Perceived
Stress
Level
High
Moderate
Low

Frequency
System-Apps
Nr.(Mean±SD)
5531 (24.0±26.1)
7823 (25.2±28.5)
13787 (31.0±28.2)

Frequency
Social-Apps
Nr.(Mean±SD)
357 (3.5±4.0)
508 (4.0±4.2)
966 (4.3±4.2)

Duration
System-Apps
Nr.(Mean±SD)
48445 (211.0±157.2)
57607 (185.2±153.3)
88782 (197.2±150.3)

Duration
Social-Apps
Nr.(Mean±SD)
4621 (45.3±52.5)
7420 (57.0±73.2)
9582 (42.3±65.2)

and contrast them with the perceived self-reported stress on a daily basis (see Table XV).
Results show that in stress-less times subjects tend to use longer times the smartphone
(both with social and system applications). This also seems a good indicator for identifying
perceived stress levels.
In summary, from these results we can draw the following conclusions:
— Activity levels changed with perceived stress and with weekdays.
— There is an opposite behaviour of activity levels in male and female in terms of job-demand
and energy.
— There is more social interaction with higher stress levels except for older people that show
an opposite behaviour.
— There is more social interaction during the afternoons.
— There is an increase level in social interaction by women towards the end of the week.
— There is a very different social interaction among employees of different companies. Curiously the company with higher stress levels also have higher percentages of social interaction.
— There are shorter outgoing calls and longer incoming calls during high stress levels.
— People use much more their smartphones during lower perceived stress levels.
In this section we have presented an initial analysis for each category of subjective data
contrasted with the perceived stress levels. The next section explores the correlation between
objective and subjective variables, as well as the importance of each variable for mood
prediction.
4.2. Correlation between objective and subjective data

We conducted two correlation analyses to investigate the association between four factors:
perceived stress, negative-mood, positive-mood, and overall mood score. Emotions were
divided in two categories: negative-mood (tense, stress, angry, anxious and sad) and positivemood (friendly, energetic, cheerful and being good at current activity). An overall score
derived from both types of emotions was obtained by subtracting negative mood scores
from positive scores.
A two-tailed Pearson correlation and multiple linear regression analysis were performed
to examine the relationships among perceived stress and well-being (moods) scores with
objective measurements. First, we performed the correlation tests between objective and
subjective variables. The Pearson correlation coefficient ρ was used, with a statistically
significant value when ρ<0.05 (*) and ρ<0.01 (**). In Table XVI we present the correlations
between objective measurements (rows) and subjective measurements derived from selfreported stress, negative-mood score, positive-mood score, and overall-mood score (columns)
and we can make some observations:
— For stress level, physical activity (r= -0.153,**, N=1465), number of WiFi (r= -0.087, **,
N=1456) and cellular location (r= -0.070, *, N=1456), number and duration of outgoing
phone calls (r= -0.098, *, N=1120), number and length of SMS responses (r= 0.090,*,
N=505), and number of system apps (r= -0.129, **, N=1292) obtained statistically significant correlations.
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Table XVI: Pearson correlations between objective variables and perceived Stress Level,
Negative Mood Score, Positive Mood Score, and Overall Mood Score.
Objective Variables

Stress Level

Physical Activity Levels
Cellular Location
Google-Maps Location
Wifi Locations
Social Interaction (SI)
Number-Outgoing-Calls
Number-Incoming-Calls
Missed-Incoming-Calls
Duration-Outgoing-Calls
Duration-Incoming-Calls
Number-SMS-Outgoing
Number-SMS-Incoming
Length-SMS-Outgoing
Length-SMS-Incoming
Duration-Application-System
Duration-Application-Social
Number-Application-System
Number-Application-Social

Negative Mood

-0.153**
-0.070 *
0.051
0.087**
0.032
-0.980**
-0.005
-0.006
-0.098**
0.037
0.090**
0.006
-0.154**
0.013
0.008
0.067
-0.129**
-0.060

-0.112**
-0.070*
0.017
0.039
0.059*
-0.112**
-0.090**
-0.023
-0.097**
-0.034
-0.071*
-0.012
-0.153**
-0.028
-0.021
0.067
-0.181**
-0.040

Positive Mood
0.071**
0.033
0.079*
-0.120**
-0.142**
0.083**
-0.019
-0.012
0.101**
0.091*
0.004
-0.044
0.106*
0.088*
-0.024
-0.218**
0.194**
-0.004

Total Mood
Score
0.116**
0.065*
0.033
-0.093**
-0.119**
0.121**
0.05
0.009
0.123**
0.074*
0.05
-0.016
0.156**
0.069
0.001
-0.161**
0.228**
0.024

Significant at levels: ρ < 0.05 (*); ρ < 0.01 (**).

Table XVII: Significant results from the multiple regression using Objective measurements
with respect to Stress and Total Mood Score.
Objective Variables
Physical-Activity Levels
Cellular Location
Google-Maps Location
Wifi Location
Social Interaction (SI)
Number-Outgoing-Calls
Number-Incoming-Calls
Missed-Incoming-Call
Duration-Outgoing-Call
Duration-Incoming-Call
Number-SMS-Outgoing
Number-SMS-Incoming
Length-SMS-Outgoing
Length-SMS-Incoming
Duration-Application-System
Duration-Application-Social
Number-Application-System
Number-Application-Social

β
-.0111
-.2333
.0685
.0057
.0001
-.0374
-.0033
-.0015
-.0125
.0048
.0188
.0003
-.0015
.0001
.0001
.0001
-.0061
-.0189

Stress
t
-5.88
-2.29
1.65
3.34
1.13
-3.31
-0.17
-0.19
-2.73
1.01
3.05
0.19
-3.49
0.34
0.31
1.43
-4.69
-1.27

ρ
0.001
0.022
0.100
0.001
0.258
0.001
0.866
0.847
0.006
0.313
0.002
0.850
0.001
0.737
0.759
0.153
0.001
0.203

Total Mood Score
β
t
-.0111
-5.88
.0376
2.10
.0077
1.06
-.0041
-3.58
-.0008
-4.28
.0081
4.07
.0058
1.68
.0004
0.29
.0026
3.43
.0016
2.02
.0018
1.68
-.0001
-0.54
.0003
3.55
.0001
1.72
.0001
0.03
-.0001
-3.47
.0020
8.42
.0014
0.51

ρ
0.001
0.036
0.289
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.093
0.769
0.001
0.044
0.092
0.590
0.001
0.086
0.976
0.001
0.001
0.610

— In particular, for missing calls we expected to have correlation with different factors. We
assume that during a stress-full day, participants are more prone to reject the phoneconversations due to responsibilities and task that they have to achieve. However, it was
shown to have a weak correlations with the stress factor.
— Negative emotions show high correlation with physical activity, number of system apps,
social interaction information and social activeness (number of incoming and outgoing
phones calls, and outgoing SMS’s).
— Social interaction information, the number of outgoing calls and the use of social applications showed high correlation with positive mood scores.
— Information from duration of social applications and location information obtained low
correlation with negative emotions. This is interesting because these same two variables
obtained high correlation with positive emotions. Similarly the number of incoming calls
show low correlation with positive emotions but is highly correlated with negative emotions.
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Social
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Outgoing calls
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High Stress
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85%

Mid
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82%
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Fig. 5: An example of a decision tree, each oval represent a decision node which contain
arrows to other decision nodes. Squares are leaves (terminal nodes) that give the
classification value, in this case they represent Low, Mid or High level of stress.
4.3. Multiple regression

In order to obtain the best possible model for prediction of stress and total mood score we
decided to use multiple linear regression. We found that regression result was significant
for stress (r2 =0.3912, F(18,64)=2.28, ρ<0.008) and with total mood-scores (r2 =0.4419,
F(18,64)=2.81, ρ<0.001) using all features (as shown in Table XVII, which depict the name
of each feature, the regression coefficient, β, the distribution value, t, the and ρ-value for
each used feature). This results show that selected features are having an effect on predicting
stress (ρ<0.008) and total mood score (ρ<0.001). Similarly, several objective variables (with
italic typeface in Table XVI) show significant correlation with perceived stress and total
mood score of the subjects. It is interesting to note that these objective variables (physical
activity, cellular and Wifi location, number and duration of outgoing calls, number and
length of outgoing SMSs, and number of applications) also show significant linear correlation
using Pearson.
In summary:
— Stress level is highly correlated with physical activity, WiFi location, number and duration
of outgoing calls and SMS, and with social apps. These values are consistent with what
was obtained with multiple linear regression.
— In contrast, negative mood is highly correlated with the number of incoming calls and is
not correlated with WiFi location.
— Similarly, positive mood is highly correlated with social interaction and duration of social
apps but it is not correlated with the number of outgoing SMS.
The next section deals with the problem of mood prediction based only on objective data
obtained from phone usage.
5. PREDICTION

In the previous section we analysed the relation between the measured objective variables
with perceived stress also we presented results showing many features correlated with stress
levels. Thus, our next step is to make a model capable of predicting the stress level given
the objective variables.
Predicting perceived stress of the user can be seen as a classification problem. In this case,
the attributes correspond to each feature related to the objective variables and the class
to predict is the self-reported stress level (low, moderate, high). Since we are interested
in analysing behaviour changes or patterns that may appear in daily activities, we used
decision tress [Quinlan 1993] which can be easily understood. Our approach was to build a
decision tree for each subject of the study, with the idea of analysing individual behaviours
and models.
In Figure 5 we present a decision tree that classifies the Stress level of a subject in
the study. The subject shows low levels of stress when having an average level of social
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Table XVIII: Stress Prediction using decision tress before and after applying a
Semi-supervised learning approach. Overall classes represent overall number of labelled
classes in supervised learning and after performing unsupervised learning methods.
Subjects
Acc. Mean±SD:
Labelled Data:
Precision (%):
Recall (%):
F-Score (%):

Supervised
67.57% (±15.60%)
79.97% (1465/1832)
65.4%
68.9%
66.0%

Semi-Supervised
71.73% (±15.25%)
94.00% (1722/1832)
68.9%
73.0%
70.0%

Overall Increase in
Prediction (%)
4.20% (±9.52%)
14.03%

interaction, or when the social interaction and number of outgoing calls is low. On the
contrary, if this subject had low level of social interaction but a high number of outgoing
calls then it is more probable to have a mid level of stress.
We performed classification of the stress variable using the C4.5 algorithm [Quinlan 1993]
and 10-fold cross validation for each user. Table XVIII presents the classification accuracy
and the average precision, recall and f-measure for stress level for the 30 subjects. In average
the accuracy obtained was 67.57%. However, as previously mentioned, the dataset contained
20% of missing data. This is an important portion which can be exploited with a semisupervised learning (SSL) technique.

5.1. Semi-supervised learning (SSL)

In most real-world datasets it is common to have missing data. The most basic approach is
to ignore those instances. However, that information even when it is not complete can be
helpful and should not be discarded. Semi-supervised learning [Zhu 2005; Longstaff et al.
2010] has been suggested as a method aiming to address this issues in machine learning.
The main objective of semi-supervised learning is to learn from both labelled and unlabelled
data, i.e., by exploiting unlabelled samples to improve the learning performance.
For this study we consider one of the most common methods of SSL that uses a single
classifier called Self-Training [Triguero et al. 2015]. This method works by selecting the most
confident unlabelled points, together with their predicted labels and then adding those to
the training set. In each iteration the newly high-confidence (>80%) labelled instances are
added to the original labelled data. Note that the classifier uses its own predictions to teach
itself. The classifier is re-trained and the procedure repeated. In particular we have used
decision tree classifiers with the C4.5 algorithm in Weka [Hall et al. 2009], with 10 fold
cross-validation with default values.
In Table XVIII we present the results in terms of accuracy after applying the SSL approach on all subjects in the study. Using the Self-Training method, we were able to improve
the accuracy on predicting stress to 71.73% (+4.20%). In Table XVIII we show that using Self-Training we were able to reduce the number of unlabelled data from 20% to 6%.
We have also analysed accuracy results by gender. Results show that the Male achieved
better accuracy 72%(Precision: 73.5%; Recall: 78.5%) for supervised approach and 76.4%
(Precision: 73.5%; Recall: 78.5%) for SSL, in contrast to Female with 59.8%(Precision:
59.0%;Recall: 60.0%) for supervised and 64.8% (Precision: 62.0%; Recall: 65.0%) for SSL
approach.
In this section we have shown that simple models can be generated to predict stress levels
with around 70% of accuracy. Unsurprisingly, most of the models used the relevant features
identified in the previous section. It is also shown that a slight improvement in the predictive
performance can be achieved with a simple semi-supervised learning algorithm. It is left as
future work to use other more powerful classifiers and semi-supervised techniques.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Stress at work is an important problem affecting employees’ health, decreasing job-control,
organisational performance, and reducing the quality of life in general. Stress assessment is
a complex issue, in particular detecting stress using non obtrusive approaches.
In this work, we presented an extensive analysis based on real data from 30 users in two
organisations related to stress using information derived from smartphones. We contrasted
objective variables, obtained from smartphones, such as physical activity, location, social
interaction and social activity with respect to perceived stress levels, considering several
demographics (gender, age, education and marital status). Correlation analysis was used to
analyse the possibility of using smartphones derived data to predict stress levels. Finally,
we presented results using decision trees to classify stress level, including the incorporation
of semi-supervised learning techniques.
A summary of the most important findings in this study.
— There is correlation between objective data such as: location information (WiFi and Google
Location data), social interaction, and information from phone calls and SMS with subjective data that represents mood of the user (i.e., level of stress).
— Overall physical activity during lower perceived stress times throughout the entire monitoring period was associated with higher activity. In contrast, a high perceived stress
showed lower physical activity.
— With respect to gender, men showed a more stable social interaction across the weekdays.
In contrast, women then to increase their interaction near the weekend.
— Our results suggests that the more social the subject is the more stressed he gets, this can
be explained because the subject is probably talking with colleagues about work which
increases its stress. On the other side there is negative correlation between duration of
calls and stress, the reason could be that the subject is stressed so she has no time to
spend on calls.
— Based on smartphone data it is possible to predict stress using decision trees. However,
missing data is an aspect to take into account. In this work using semi-supervised learning
techniques we increased the accuracy from 67.57% to 71.73% for predicting stress.
Some conclusions of this work are:
— There is clearly a high to moderate perceived stress in most of the employees. This confirms
some of the findings on other reported studies about stress. The possible consequences of
stress motivated our work for finding unobtrusive ways to detect it, via smartphones, and
analyse in more deep the most relevant aspects related with changes in the behaviour
of employees under different stress conditions. We believe that this is an important step
towards a better understanding of behaviour of employees under stress and to design
remedy actions.
— It appears that women tend to present higher percentage levels of perceived stress. This
does not necessarily mean that they are more stressed, but at least that they perceive it
more. Whether this has to do this with higher sensitivity levels in women than men, a
biased finding due to our small sample size or to a more profound reason related to gender,
this requires further and deeper studies.
— Perceived stress varies among companies and this could be related to their working conditions. Identifying working conditions on companies with low levels of stress could help
to establish better working policies to reduce stress among employees.
— There appears to be different behaviours in some job-related aspects in relation to stress
between men and women. Although again this needs a more deeper and thorough study,
if it is the case it could help to improve some working conditions based on gender.
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— The use of smartphones has become part of the daily activities of people and our experiments showed that there are clear changes in their use (phone calls, SMSs, apps) under
different stress conditions.
— There is a clear correlation between how people behave at work (physical activity, WiFi
location, number and duration of outgoing calls and SMS, and with social apps) and stress
levels. This could be easily monitored with current smartphones, as shown in this research,
to detect possible stress levels and help to implement corrective measures.
6.1. Future work

As future work we would like to continue with larger scale studies for the detection and
prevention of stress at work. We also plan to analyze more in depth the decision trees
obtained for each subject in order to obtain clusters of people who behave similarly; this
could help us to build prediction models for new users with few data. We also want to test
different levels of granularity for the time dimension to see whether stress patterns appear
during different time intervals. At the end we would like to have an app in smartphones
that could reliably detect stress levels in working environments.
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